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STAR Student Test Questions 

Beetle-Mania Field Trip 

 

 

1 What evidence from the selection shows that Kathy’s mother is 

thoughtful? 

A Kathy heard her mother talking on the phone with Mrs. Guerra. 

B Kathy and her mother enjoyed the effects of the rain. 

C Kathy and her mother decided to go exploring around the ranch.  

D Kathy’s mother made extra efforts during the field trip.  

 

 

 

 

2 The author titled this story “Beetle-Mania Field Trip” most likely 

because ― 

A the story describes the place Kathy and her mother discovered a 

strange beetle  

B the beetle Kathy discovered was only recently discovered in 

Texas 

C discovering a beetle leads to new lessons, a field trip, and 

friends 

D the story describes what the class learns about beetles  
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3 The story expresses the importance of ― 

A discovering friends 

B respecting nature 

C being kind 

D studying hard  

 

 

 

 

4 Read these sentences from paragraph 2. 

 

 

 

Which word best describes the feeling that the author creates in 

this paragraph ― 

A caution 

B happiness 

C friendship 

D pride 

  

They enjoyed the effects of the rain. The fresh 

grass and flowers seemed to bring out the birds 
and insects. 
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5 Which of these solved Kathy’s main problem in the story? 

A Mrs. Guerra asks Kathy if she could keep the insect she found for 

a day. 

B Kathy and her mother welcome the class to the cattle ranch for a 

field trip. 

C The school principal approves the field trip. 

D The class learns all about insects and the unusual beetle Kathy 

discovered. 

 

 

 

6 What is the best summary of the story? 

A When Kathy discovers a beetle on her new cattle ranch, she 

shows it to her teacher. The teacher takes the class on a field 

trip to Kathy’s backyard. On the field trip, Kathy finds more than 

beetles. She finds new friends who help her begin to like her new 

home.  

B Kathy is unhappy living on her new cattle ranch.  One day she 

discovers an unusual insect.  When she takes it to school, her 

teacher asks to keep it.  Then the principal approves a class field 

trip to Kathy’s cattle ranch. 

C Kathy wonders if she could ever be happy living on her new 

cattle ranch. One morning she and her mother discover an 

unusual insect. The class learns all about beetles like the one 

Kathy and her mother discovered.  

D Kathy finds a beetle living on her new cattle ranch.  Her teacher 

and her mother plan a class field trip to Kathy’s own back yard.  

Then Kathy and her mother welcome the class and serve a 

snack.  
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Beetle-Mania Field Trip 
 

Kathy’s father managed a horse ranch in Oklahoma. She would 

miss the horses, but she was very excited about the move to a 

Texas cattle ranch. School started the day the family arrived in 

Roma, Texas. The rainy weather started too. It rained for days. She 

found it difficult to make new friends. Kathy wondered if she 

would ever like this wet and lonely place.  

 

It was Monday morning and the rain had finally stopped. Kathy 

and her mother decided to go exploring around the ranch before 

the school bus arrived. They enjoyed the effects of the rain. The 

fresh grass and flowers seemed to bring out the birds and insects. 

The ranch sparkled with new life.  

 

As Kathy walked, she noticed a strange insect on the ground. 

“Look, Mom. I’ve never seen this type of insect.” Kathy’s mother 

suggested she take it to school to see if her teacher could tell her 

more about it. Kathy thought that was a good idea. 

 

“Wow, Kathy! Where did you find this?” Mrs. Guerra was very 

excited when Kathy showed her the insect at school. She seemed 

even more excited to know that Kathy found it on her cattle ranch. 

“Kathy, I think this could be something very special. Would you 

let me keep it until tomorrow?” she asked. Kathy agreed. 

 

That evening, Kathy heard her mother’s voice on the phone. 

Later, her mother came into her room. 

 

“Kathy, I just spoke with Mrs. Guerra. She wants to bring your 

class to our ranch on Wednesday for a nature-walk field trip,” 

Kathy’s mother said. 

 

“Our cattle ranch?” asked Kathy. “It would be really nice to 

have a field trip in my own back yard, but that’s the day after 

tomorrow. Why is there such a rush?” 

 

“Mrs. Guerra said that the insect is a beetle only recently 

discovered in this area of Texas. She knows that this border town 
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has insects that may come from as far away as South America. She 

wants your class to look for more beetles on our ranch,” Kathy’s 

mother said with a big smile.  

 

The next day at school, Mrs. Guerra announced a change in the 

lessons for the week. “We are going to learn about insects, and we 

will be going on a nature-walk field trip at Kathy’s cattle ranch. 

We’re going to look for insects and more beetles like the one 

Kathy found. I asked the principal, and she has approved our field 

trip for this Wednesday. Insect hunting is best after a rainfall. 

That’s why we need to go very soon.” 

 

The class learned about beetles and other insects. Many insects 

like beetles jump across borders that separate Mexico and Texas. 

Some insects, such as fever ticks, are harmful and can destroy 

entire cattle herds. Most beetles are helpful because they help 

break down dead plants and animals and eat other harmful insects. 

The class learned about inspectors that patrol the border areas to 

help control harmful insects from spreading to our state. The class 

learned how they could help the environment by studying local 

insects. 
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On Wednesday morning Kathy’s mother waited for the school 

bus to arrive. She saw Mrs. Guerra get off the bus first. Mrs. 

Guerra provided the students with gloves, jars, and picks. Several 

students found more beetles like the one Kathy had first shown 

Mrs. Guerra.  

 

Kathy’s mom prepared a snack for the class. Kathy noticed that 

her mom made an extra effort to make everyone feel welcomed. 

Kathy joined in the hospitality by helping her mother pass out the 

drinks. After the snack, Mrs. Guerra announced it was time to go 

back to school. Disappointed, the students got back onto the bus. 

At the end of the day, a few students approached Kathy. 

 

“Some of us were wondering,” one of the girls said. “Do you 

think it would be okay if we came back to your ranch tomorrow? 

We would like to continue looking for beetles and other insects.” 

 

Kathy thought that it would be great to have her new friends 

visit again. She nodded her head and smiled. “Maybe this new 

cattle ranch isn’t so bad after all,” she thought. 

 

Kathy wanted to like living on the ranch, but she wondered 

if she would ever like this wet and lonely place. So, she 

found a beetle, and her class came to her ranch for a field 

trip. Then, she thought she might like living on the ranch. 
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STAR Student Test Questions 

Beetle-Mania Field Trip 

 

 

1 What evidence from the selection shows that Kathy’s mother is 

thoughtful? 

A Kathy heard her mother talking on the phone with Mrs. Guerra. 

B Kathy and her mother enjoyed the effects of the rain. 

C Kathy and her mother decided to go exploring around the ranch.  

D Kathy’s mother made extra efforts during the field trip.  

 

 

 

 

2 The author titled this story “Beetle-Mania Field Trip” most likely 

because ― 

A the story describes the place Kathy and her mother discovered a 

strange beetle  

B the beetle Kathy discovered was only recently discovered in 

Texas 

C discovering a beetle leads to new lessons, a field trip, and 

friends 

D the story describes what the class learns about beetles  
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3 The story expresses the importance of ― 

A discovering friends 

B respecting nature 

C being kind 

D studying hard  

 

 

 

 

4 Read these sentences from paragraph 2. 

 

 

 

Which word best describes the feeling that the author creates in 

this paragraph ― 

A caution 

B happiness 

C friendship 

D pride 

  

They enjoyed the effects of the rain. The fresh 

grass and flowers seemed to bring out the birds 
and insects. 
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5 Which of these solved Kathy’s main problem in the story? 

A Mrs. Guerra asks Kathy if she could keep the insect she found for 

a day. 

B Kathy and her mother welcome the class to the cattle ranch for a 

field trip. 

C The school principal approves the field trip. 

D The class learns all about insects and the unusual beetle Kathy 

discovered. 

 

 

 

6 What is the best summary of the story? 

A When Kathy discovers a beetle on her new cattle ranch, she 

shows it to her teacher. The teacher takes the class on a field 

trip to Kathy’s backyard. On the field trip, Kathy finds more than 

beetles. She finds new friends who help her begin to like her new 

home.  

B Kathy is unhappy living on her new cattle ranch.  One day she 

discovers an unusual insect.  When she takes it to school, her 

teacher asks to keep it.  Then the principal approves a class field 

trip to Kathy’s cattle ranch. 

C Kathy wonders if she could ever be happy living on her new 

cattle ranch. One morning she and her mother discover an 

unusual insect. The class learns all about beetles like the one 

Kathy and her mother discovered.  

D Kathy finds a beetle living on her new cattle ranch.  Her teacher 

and her mother plan a class field trip to Kathy’s own back yard.  

Then Kathy and her mother welcome the class and serve a 

snack.  


